
Twitter is an American online news and social networking service on which users post and interact
with messages known as "tweets".

The below are guidelines on how to secure your Twitter account:

● Check suspicious links - Think before you click

● Enable the two-step (authentication)

● Enable verification to reset your password

● Remove unknown apps from your Twitter accounts
- There are a lot of apps that want access to your Twitter account...and sometimes we grant permission without really thinking about it.
The result? If an evil app sneaks in with the good ones, your data will be in danger.

● Block those that bother or offend you

● Disable tailored ads

Extra tips for being a great Tweeter

1 Data Dashboard

Twitter’s data dashboard is most useful to review your login history for suspicious activity.
If you notice a login from an unfamiliar location or application, visit the apps page to revoke
access and change your password.

2 Privacy

Twitter is a VERY public Social Media. Avoid posting personal photo's and confidential
information.

To ensure the best possible privacy ensure that you 'check' this first section. This will protect
your tweets if you would like to try lock down your Twitter account or only publish to your
vetted followers.

Regarding location, Twitters FAQ's state: 'Just like you might not want to Tweet your home
address, please be cautious when Tweeting from locations that you don't want others to see.
Ensure that you delete the information that has already been tracked as well as unchecking
this section.

No-one likes a drunken tweeter... Or a dodgy photo, so ensure that you mark the final option
under photo tagging which ensure that no-one can tag you in photos.

Under discoverability we would suggest neither phone nor your email address - BUT if you have
to choose, rather use your email address.

3 Safety on Twitter

Important to remember about 'deleting your account':
Your account WILL ALWAYS BE THERE, they want you to come back and make it as hassle free
as possible.
Twitter gives you control over what you see in your search results through safe search mode.
These filters exclude potentially sensitive content, along with accounts you have muted or
blocked, from your search results.

Report that Tweeter

If you are ever unhappy with the content that someone is posting, you can report them.
NOTE: The report button doesn't direct to a person that works at Twitter who will review the
content - it runs an algorithm, so if it's not spelt 100% it may not work.
In the example on the right, there is an inappropriate word that is spelt incorrectly, Twitter
found nothing wrong with the post after is was reported.
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For more information follow the DRS Cyber Security Awareness Team on:
Facebook - DRS Cyber Security Awareness LinkedIn - DRS Cyber Security Awareness

Office // +27 (0) 11 523 1600
Fax // +27 (0) 11 523 1624
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